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Tax Farm is a very important kind of colonial-economic system , which was actively and 
extensively taken part in by the Overseas Chinese in Southeast Asia. It usually operated as follows: 
the colonial governments afforded taxes of opium, liquor, gambling, pawn and other subjects to 
the predominantly Chinese individual contractors , by a public tender per year or three years. 
Anthony Reid , a famous Southeast Asian historian , hold it that the origin of Tax Farm System in 
Southeast Asia originated in the close links between the Chinese and the European in 17th-century 
Southeast Asia , and was not a purely indigenous product. In a variety of Tax Farm Systems , the 
Opium Farm System is a kind of unique and universal economic system of Overseas Chinese, the 
system has a long history in Netherlands East Indies, British Malaya and Singapore, French 
Indochina, the Philippines under rule of Spain and nominally independent kingdom of Siam, etc., 
It created a large amount of revenue for the colonial governments, while it also had significant 
impacts on economic development and social changes of local Chinese community, and on the 
development and evolution of the ethnic relations between Chinese , the colonists , and local 
people. In the Netherlands East Indies, Opium Farm System has been a very important system, 
together with the Captain System、Passenstelse and Wijkenstelsel, they constituted the main 
contents of the Chinese policy of the Netherlands East Indies. But by the late 19th and early 20th 
centuries, the Dutch colonial government abolished Opium Farm System, which brought them 
considerable economic profits; and learned from the practice of the French colonialists in 
Indochina, turned to the  so-called “Opium Regie” system , that is, the colonial government 
would carry out direct commercial monopoly of opium, and strive to squeeze out Chinese farmers 
from the operation of opium business.The change of opium revenue policy of the Netherlands East 
Indies was not accidental, it closely related to the political and economic background in 
Netherlands East Indies, while it had important impacts on the Chinese community of Java at the 
same time . 
In chronological order , this article analyses the establishment and promotion of Opium Farm 
System in the early 19th century in Java, and it’s impacts on Chinese community and ethnic 














worldwide on Opium Farm System and the anti-opium campaign to promote the abolishment of 
Opium Farm System ; by the end of the 19th century , the establishment of Opium Regie , and its 
impacts on the ethnic relations and Chinese community in Java. Finally, by analyzing the role of 
Chinese in the evolution of opium tax policy in Netherlands East Indies , the author pointed out 
that the Chinese economy was a part of colonial economy in the Dutch East Indies , which 
determined that it inevitably had a certain degree of exploitative; but at the same time , Chinese 
economy was also an integral part of the national economy of Netherlands East Indies , which 
determined that it was deeply rooted in the soil of Indonesia Archipelago. Especially in the case of 
Opium Farm System, after its abolition and the implementation of Opium Regie, the Chinese 
began to invest in a wider range of production areas with their accumulated capital from early 
operation of Opium Farm System , and vigorously developed Chinese capitalism, which inevitably 
promoted the development of national industry in Netherlands East Indies. Therefore, Opium 
Farm System was just a special Chinese economic model in a particular phase of the Dutch 
colonial ruling, we should not view its particularity as its universality，should not view Chinese 
economy as having the nature of colonial exploitation. This is also the intent of this article. 
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